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   Chief Justice Gives “Blank Check 
LGBT Rights” 

   National Evangelical Assoc. & 
Catholic Church 

Ask PM To Appeal, PM Says NO! 

   NEAB Calls Pastors, Leaders To 
Belmopan Tuesday Aug. 23rd

 

   #IWantMyCountryBack 
Demonstration Friday Aug. 

26th Belmopan 

  

These are huge headlines.  We’ll stick with bigger strokes & not tons of details…  Some crazy 
stuff happening that will have HUGE RAMIFICATIONS for Belize… 

  
____________________________________________________ 
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Chief Justice Gives “Blank Check 
LGBT Rights” 

          As we began to study the ruling from the Chief Justice on the Orozco Sodomy case, it got 
worse & worse.  Basically, the Chief Justice signed a BLANK CHECK OF LGBT RIGHTS to 
Orozco and UNIBAM.  People have been asking “did this legalize same sex marriage?”  The 
Prime Minister said emphatically in his Press Conference “No, no, no, this had nothing to do 
with same sex marriage, this was only the sodomy law alone.”  Well, that’s only partially 
true.  The Chief Justice ruling gave them everything they asked for in Constitutional rights 
for their homosexuality, “personal privacy, equality & equal protection, non-discrimination, and 
freedom of expression” so get ready for those Gay Pride parades in Belize, with full protection!! 
  
          And he gave them something they DIDN’T ask for too!!  He concluded in his ruling that “in 
the Constitution, SEX IS TO BE INTERPRETED AS INCLUDING SEXUAL 
ORIENTATION.”  That’s the whopper of the topper!!  So “no person shall be discriminated 
against because of their colour, creed, or sex…” now to includes SEXUAL 
ORIENTATION!!  This is the blank check!!  The same rationale successfully used to have the 
Section 53 Sodomy Law ruled unconstitutional WILL NOW BE USED TO STRIKE DOWN 
OTHER LAWS AS WELL!!  Here they come!!  The Prime Minister said “UNIBAM was given 
aSHIELD, not a SWORD.”  Um, no! They were given a full ARSENAL!! Interesting that in S. 
Africa when they tried this, they had to actually CHANGE THEIR CONSTITUTION and add the 
words “sexual orientation” in order to get that definition, but in Belize one judge says it’s so and 
it’s so – it’s never been so, but now it’s so!  Just like that. And no appeal.  This is why we’ve said 
that the homosexuals UTILIZE THE COURTS because it’s their only hope to gain the legal 
acceptance for their lifestyle – hundreds of thousands of people say NO and one man 
says YES, and it’s so! 
  
          The National Evangelical Association has prepared a report on what changed, what 
didn’t, and what are the ramifications of this ruling.  It explains how, in effect, SAME SEX 
MARRIAGE WAS JUST PRE-APPROVED!!  To get that Summary Report on the ruling, email 
NEAB at bzevangassoc@gmail.com and request it.  They can send you the Chief Justice 
ruling as well as a PDF file. 
  

____________________________________________________ 
  

National Evangelical Assoc. & Catholic 
Church 

Ask PM To Appeal, PM Says NO 
          Before the Prime Minister’s Press Conference on Wednesday, the National Evangelical 
Assoc. of Belize sent a letter with 11 Denomination Overseers and 132 National Pastors asking 
the PM to appeal the ruling.  The Catholic Bishops and Church also sent a letter requesting the 
same.  The PM gave an emphatic NO!  The Churches are aggressively seeking avenues to 
appeal.  NEAB has consulted with at least 7 Senior Counsel attorneys who have all said that an 
Interested Party to a case cannot appeal.  The PM said the Church CAN appeal.  So it’s 
somewhat of a “he said, she said” but suffice it to say, any avenue to appeal will be thoroughly 
utilized – we cannot sit back and allow this to happen to our nation!! 

mailto:bzevangassoc@gmail.com
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____________________________________________________ 
  

NEAB Calls Pastors, Leaders To 
Belmopan Tuesday Aug. 23rd 9am 

          The National Evangelical Association of Belize (NEAB) is calling for all Pastors, Leaders, 
Elders, and Prayer Warriors to come to Belmopan for 9 am at the National Assembly for 
a Prayer March to express our severe displeasure with this ruling and the PM’s decision 
to not appeal such a controversial history-making history-changing judicial decree.  So not only 
Pastors & Leaders, but anyone who’s heart stirs within them to fight for Belize, please come join 
us at 9 am on Tuesdayat the National Assembly.  After we will be updating leaders on the next 
steps for us. 
  

____________________________________________________ 

#IWantMyCountryBack 
Demonstration Friday Aug. 

26th Belmopan 

          A movement began to spring up in the wake of the Danny Mason scandal reaching highest levels in 
Govt., connected with the decapitation murder of Pastor Llewellyn Lucas and the massive cover up on that 
scandal – which is all still ongoing.  The movement is called #IWantMyCountryBack and is focused on the 
crying need for the RULE OF LAW in our nation, and the lack of that reality.  
  
          Friday August 26

th
 is a House Meeting at the National Assembly, so you are invited to join in. (Our Govt. 

may surprise us with LGBT legislation, 3 readings and done!! That’s what we’re hearing.)  People are 
rapidly reaching a point of “enough is enough,” and we’re speaking in a non-political bias way, as both political 
parties are guilty of “atrocities to democracy and the rule of law” through terrible corruption, lack of 
accountability, and blatant crimes by leaders who are then tasked with “investigating themselves.”  The current 
CJ ruling and the ramifications that will result from that ruling are another version of “atrocities to democracy” in 
Belize.  As such, we’re urging those whose hearts stir for a greater Belize to come join in… 
  

Let us not give up, back down, or shy away… 

Not sure what God’s gonna do, but He’s gonna do SOMETHING!!  

Pastor Scott & The Belize Action Team 

 With Over 2500+ Belizeans, Pastors, Churches, & Leaders 

 
Belize Action Mission Statement 

To network & mobilize the Church, believers, and concerned citizens in Belize toward awareness of issues pertaining to 
morality, righteousness, & legislation, as well as stirring strategic action on those issues.  Belize Action is a partnership 
initiative including leaders from the National Evangelical Association and the Council of Churches, in commitment to 
represent & mobilize the whole Body of Christ & nation of Belize to righteous action. 

"The only thing necessary for evil to prevail is for good people 

to do nothing!!" 


